With rapid progress in both computers and networks, real-time multimedia applications are now possible on the Internet. Since the Internet was designed to support traditional applications, multimedia applications on the Internet often suffer from unacceptable delay, jitter and data loss. Among these, data loss often has the largest impact on quality. In this paper, we propose a new forward error correction technique for video that compensates for lost packets, while maintaining minimal delay. Our approach transmits a small, low-quality redundant frame after each full-quality primary frame. In the event the primary frame is lost, we display the low-quality frame, rather than display the previous frame or retransmit the primary frame. To evaluate our approach, we simulated the effect of network data loss on MPEG video clips and repaired the data loss by using redundancy frames. We conducted user studies that experimentally measured users' opinions on the quality of the video streams in the presence of data loss, both with and without our redundancy approach. In addition, we analyzed the system overhead incurred by the redundancy. We find that video redundancy can greatly improve the perceptual quality of video in the presence of network data loss. The system overhead that redundancy introduces is dependent on the quality of the redundant frames, but a typical redundancy overhead will be approximately 10% that of the original frames.
INTRODUCTION
Emerging new technologies in real-time operating systems and network protocols along with the explosive growth of the Internet provide great opportunity for distributed multimedia applications. Multimedia data transmission on the Internet often suffers from delay, jitter, and data loss. Data loss in particular can be extremely high on the Internet, often as much as 40% [GBC98, Pax99] . Unlike traditional applications, multimedia applications can tolerate some data loss. A small gap in a video stream may not significantly impair media quality, and may not even noticeable to users. However, too much data loss can result in unacceptable media quality.
To compensate for data loss, much work has been done to find effective data-loss recovery techniques [PFIH98] . These techniques have proven to be effective for audio stream data loss, but may have yet to be applied to video. Most of the previous work in data loss recovery for video has focused on media scalability, error concealment and retransmission. However, most existing media scaling techniques have limitations, such as special network requirements. Error concealment is limited in how much loss can be hidden. Retransmission can serve for all types of networks, but it is not appropriate for some multimedia applications that can tolerate only short end-toend delay.
In our research, we apply an existing forward error correction technique used for audio and propose a means to piggy-back low bandwidth redundancy to the video stream at the sender. A lost packet is replaced by the redundancy transmitted within the next packet. When the redundancy fails to repair the lost packet, a repetition based error concealment technique is used to fill the gap. Figure 1 .1 shows how our proposed scheme works. Many video compression techniques (such as MPEG) use lossy compression (some of the original image data is lost during encoding), by adjusting the quality and/or compression rate at encoding time. The higher the quality, the lower the compression rate, and vice versa. We encode the original video frames into two versions, one with high quality and one with low quality. The high quality frames are sent as primary frames, while the low quality ones are considered secondary frames and piggy-backed with the next primary frame to repair any loss of a primary frame.
To evaluate our approach, we first examine the effects our technique has on Perceptual Quality (PQ). PQ is a measure of the performance of multimedia from the user's perspective. Second, we analyze the system overhead, since the redundancy added to the video stream requires extra processing time and network bandwidth.
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MULTIMEDIA REPAIR
Most video frames are larger than audio frames, but since audio has similar real-time requirements to video, we build our work upon past research in audio over the Internet. There are two types of possible audio repair techniques: sender-based and receiver-based as depicted in Figure 2 .1 [P1- . Sender-based repair techniques require the addition of repair data from the sender to recover lost packets. Receiver-base repair techniques rely only on the correctly received packets.
Sender-based repair techniques can be split into two categories: passive channel coding and active retransmission. With passive channel coding. the sender sends the repair data, but not informed of whether or not the loss is repaired or not. If the loss is not repaired, the sender will have no further intention to repair it. Passive channel coding techniques include forward error correction (FEC) and interleaving based schemes. Forward Error Correction can be further divided into Media Independent FEC, which uses block, or algebraic code to produce additional repair packets for transmission, and Media Dependent FEC, which uses the knowledge of the contents of the transmitted packages. Interleaving attempts to reduce the effect of the loss by spreading it out. With active retransmission, if there is still time for repairing, the sender will be informed of the loss and required to assist in recovering the loss. Active retransmission techniques can be used when larger end-to-end delay can be tolerated. A
The remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related work. In Section 3, we propose our approach to the problem of packet loss, describe our methodology for testing PQ, and discuss the user study results.
In Section 4, we analyze the system overhead of the redundancy. In Section 5, we briefly discuss possible future work. In Section 6, we draw our conclusions and make suggestions of where to apply video redundancy.
RELATED WORK
The goal of this section is to present related research in multimedia repair and to present some fundamental MPEG encoding concepts to better understand this work. Both of the two frames are compressed from the same original frame. The left frame is compressed with high quality, but has a low compression rate. The size of this frame is 19K bytes. The right frame is compressed with low quality, but has a high compression rate. The size of this frame is 3K.
widely deployed multicast scheme based on the retransmission of lost packets is Scalable Reliable Multicast (SRM) [FJL+96] .
Receiver based repair techniques are also called error concealment. These techniques can be initiated by the receiver of an audio stream without the assistance of the sender. If the sender based repair schemes fails to recover all loss, or when the sender is unable to participate in the recovery, these techniques can be used to make the loss of the packet less noticeable to the user. As shown in Figure 2 . 1 , there are three kinds of receiver-based data loss repair techniques: insertion based, interpolation based, and regeneration based schemes.
Some research in video data transmission over a network proposes to reduce the data loss by controlling the network congestion, or to provide a way to recover lost video frames. The research by Gringeri et al is based on the ATM network [GKL+98] . To deal with network data loss, a method is proposed to use hierarchical coding and scalable syntax. Hierarchical coding allows reconstruction of useful video from pieces of the total bit stream. This technique can ensure the base quality level of video transmission, but requires specific QoS service available in ATM networks. In our research, we seek to improve the quality of video streams with the existence of data loss on the Internet.
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VIDEO ENCODING
Since video data are usually too large for raw transmission or storage, most video streams are compressed. MPEG (Motion Picture Expert Group) is a popular standard used today [MP96] . MPEG compression is lossy, which means to achieve a higher compression rate some information in the original image may be lost during the compression and cannot be recovered when decoded. Thus, the compressed video streams may have lower quality than the original ones. The higher the compression rate, the lower the size of the frame, and vice versa.
To achieve a high compression rate, temporal redundancies of subsequent pictures must be exploited. MPEG distinguishes 3 main frame types of image coding: I-frame, P-frame, and B-frame. To support fast random access, intra-frame coding is required. I-frame stands for Intra-coded frame. They are self-contained. The compression rate of the I-frames is the lowest. P-frame stands for Predictive-coded frame. The encoding and decoding of P-frames requires the information of previous I-frames and/or all previous P-frames. Compression rates of P-frames are higher than that of I-frames. B-frame stands for Bi-directionally predictive-coded frame. The encoding and decoding of B-frames requires the information of the previous and following I-and/or P-frame, but achieves the Shown in Figure 2 .2.b, the loss of one P-frame can make some other P-and B-frames useless, while the loss of one I-frame can result in the loss of a sequence of frames. In MPEG encoded video streams, I-frames and P-frames are more important than B-frames.
PERCEPTUAL QUALITY
In this section, we simulate the effects of our technique on MPEG video streams in the presence of packet loss by building movies that repeat frames if there is no redundancy and use a low quality frame when using redundancy. We use these streams in a user study, in which we gather the opinion of the users, and draw conclusion on whether this technique can practically improve the perceptual quality of video streams with loss.
RESEARCH APPROACH
We use a repetition technique to compensate for the loss by repeating the frame that is received immediately before the lost one. If the lost frame is an important frame (I-frame or P-frame), the subsequent frames may be lost as well since they are dependent upon the lost frame. By playing the previous frame again, the perceptual quality of the video may decrease. The end users may notice some sudden stop during the display, the screen momentarily frozen, followed by a big jump from one scene to a totally different one. To solve this problem, we propose a method to include redundancy for video repair in the presence of packet loss during network transmission. Before transmission, the encoder generates the two versions of compressed frames, one with high quality and a low compression rate, the other with low quality and a high compression rate. The high quality frames we call primary frames and refer to them as Hi. The low quality frames we call secondary frames and refer to them as Li. For each frame i, Hi will be transmitted first and Li will be piggy-backed with Hi+ 1.
At the receiver side, if Hi is received successfully, it will be played to the end user directly and Li will be discarded upon its arrival. If, unfortunately, Hi is lost or totally corrupted during the transmission, the decoder will wait for the next packet. Li will be extracted and take the place of the lost (or corrupted) Hi. Figure 3 . 1 shows how our redundancy scheme may be incorporated into a video application.
In a network with bursty loss, the secondary frame might also not reach the receiver. In such a case, not all the losses can be repaired. If neither Hi nor Li manage to survive the network transmission, we use repetition to conceal the loss. Although the redundancy can make the video look better, sudden stops and abrupt jumps may still exist in the presence of heavy loss. Part of our user study examines to what extent consecutive frame loss has on redundancy repaired video streams.
SIMULATION
In this subsection, we describe in detail the methodology we used to build movies that simulates lost frames. In our research, we simulated the network data loss by using repetition or redundancy respectively.
The encoding tool we used is Berkeley MPEG-i Video Encoder [bm2] . It contains the following tools that we used for this simulation: mpegencode, and ppmtoeyuv. We wrote a Perl script to automate building the streams.
• First we break the original .mpg file into separate ppm files, one file for each frame in the video stream and • Then we adjust the frame rate from 30 fps to 5 fps. Since the encoder can accept frame rate no less then 24 fps, while a typical frame rate through a WAN is at most 5 fps, we simulate 5 fps by duplicating the frames in the video stream and dropping others. Thus in our simulation, the frame rate was set to be 3Ofps with the duplicate rate 6, which means each frame in the frame is played 6 times and only 5different frames are played within one second. For example, in an original 3Ofps MPEG file, the first 12 frames are:
In our simulated stream, the frames become:
FO FO FO FO FO FO F6 F6 F6 F6 F6 F6
Although the real stream is still 30 fps, the effect to the user is the same as 5 fps.
• Then, we adjust the loss rate. In order to realistically simulate packet loss, we gathered the data of 102 UDP network data transmissions over the Internet across the USA and New Zealand. Each of these transmissions was a 200-second trace. The contents transmitted included MPEG video data with different IPB patterns (only I-frames, only I-and P-frames, or I-, P-, and B-frames) or CBR audio. 2.a we can see that 50 of these transmissions had a loss rate greater than 20%. Of those that had a loss rate less than or equal to 20%, most of them are within the range between 0% and 5%. For a transmission with a loss rate greater than 20%, the quality is bound to suffer greatly under all kinds of repair. So, we focused our attention to loss regions where repair techniques may acceptably improve the video quality.
From these results we concluded that for low loss rates (0% to 10%) most loss is of single consecutive packet. As you can see from Figure 3 .2.b that the total number of consecutive loss is much less than that of single loss. Thus, in our experiment, we choose 3 loss rates for examination: 1%, 10%, and 20%, which we call the raw loss rate. For example, if 10 out of 100 frames are lost through the network, the raw loss rate is 10%. However the loss of I-or P-frame can leave the frames that are dependant on it useless (see section 2.2), which results in a even higher loss rate shown to the end user.
. Lastly, we adjust the consecutive loss parameter. In some circumstances, the network can introduce bursty loss to the video stream, with 2 or more consecutive lost frames. Most of the consecutive losses are from the transmission with loss rates greater than 10%. However, Figure 3 .2.b shows that 4+ packet consecutive losses do occur. In this case, both the primary and redundancy frames will be lost. We include this parameter to study how much bursty packet loss can affect the repair result. Three different numbers are used for this study: 1 , 2 and 4. Therefore, the combinations of loss rate and loss pattern we used are:
Loss Rate: . Our last step is to simulate packet loss. Since B frames rely on the I-and/or P-frame both before and after, it is impossible to play a B frame without first receiving the frames it depends upon. Thus, the compression sequence and transmission sequence for the frames are different from the IPB pattern we specified. For the pattern IBBPBBPBB, the transmission sequence will be IPBBPBBIBB. So even if the two frames are lost in a sequence during the transmission, during playback, they are not necessarily played adjacent to each other.
USER STUDY
We build upon the user-study techniques ofother researchers in designing our user study [W598, GT98]. Using the techniques described in section 3 .1 for simulating the loss in video streams, we generated MPEG files for our user study. Twenty-two unique video clips were chosen for the study. Two are perfect frames without loss, ten are redundancy repaired with the five combinations of loss rate and loss pattern, and ten are of the same five combinations that simulate the effect of normal packet loss with repetition.
The study was done on two Alpha (600MHz) machines running Windows NT version 4.0. The player used was Microsoft Media Player 6.0. The average frame rate during playout was 30 fps, which matched the frame rate We designed and developed a Visual Basic program to assist in the user study. We record each user's information, such as the computer familiarity and video watching frequency and the scores that each user gives to each video clip. After the information is entered, we show a perfect video clip to "prime" all users equally. The 22 clips were ordered such that the video clips with relatively low quality were not clustered together. We provided a slider for the users to enter Perceptual Quality scores between 0 and 100. Figure 3 .3 shows the message box displayed to the users after a video clip was displayed. The text box in the bottom of this message box shows the user's average score given for all the video clips that have been displayed. The initial value of the slider is set to this value, so that the user can easily move it up if they find the current video has a quality above their average, or down if they find the current video quality below their average. The user study lasted for two weeks and included 42 users.
After gathering all the scores from the users, we examine the data to compare the average scores for redundancy repaired video clips and unrepaired clips. Figure 3 .4 plots the average quality scores for the videos that have no consecutive loss. We calculated 95% confidence intervals for each data point, depicted with an error bar.
We can see that redundancy repair technique improves the quality of the video by 20% in the presence of low loss (1% raw loss rate). With high raw loss rate (20%), this technique can improve the quality of the video by 65%. As shown in Figure 3 .4, the average score for 0% loss, which is considered as perfect video, is 72. With the increase of the percent loss, the quality for both redundancy repaired videos and normal videos decreases exponentially. However, the perceptual quality with redundancy repair decreases much less than without. For a 1% frame loss, the average score for redundancy repaired videos is 69, which is very close to the perfect. Figures 3.4 shows that the average point for 1 % loss with redundancy repair falls within the range of the confidence interval of the average quality for perfect videos. The difference between the qualities of these two kinds of videos is small and cannot be noticed in some cases. Without the repair technique, the quality of the frame decreases dramatically to 58, which shows a big difference between 0% and 1 % loss. Apparently, users can easily notice the seemingly small degradation of the quality.
With the increase of the percent loss, the difference between redundancy repaired videos and normal videos becomes larger. Without redundancy, the average quality score is 30, while the average quality score with redundancy is 49. While this is far from the perceptual quality scores for perfect video, it is still far better than the 10% loss without redundancy. With the same percent loss, there is no overlap between the confidence intervals of PQ scores with redundancy and PQ scores without. Figure 3 .5 shows the average perceptual quality of video clips with the same loss rate, 20%, but with different loss patterns. The x-axis represents the number of the lost frames in a sequence, 1 ,2, and 4. The y-axis represents the average perceptual quality. Note that the average quality increases as the number of consecutive losses increases. We believe it is because with a higher consecutive number and the same loss rate, there are few gaps within the stream than within the single losses. Thus, fewer dependent frames are lost because of the loss of other frames.
As shown in Figure 3 .6.a, a P-frame and a B-frame are lost in sequence. Another three B-frames all depend on the P-frame, and cannot be reconstructed if the P-frame is lost. Even if the B-frame is not lost, it will become useless as well. The loss of the B-frame does not affect other frames. The perceptual loss to the user is 5 frames. In Figure 3 .6.b, two P-frames are lost. Each one has some other frames dependent on it. The first lost P-frame left 4 B-frames useless, while the second lost P-frame left another 5 B-frames. The perceptual loss to the user is 10 frames. Although these two streams have the same raw loss rate, the loss pattern determines the final streams visible to the user. Usually with the same frame rate, single losses may result in a greater number of perceptually lost frames.
However, consecutive loss does make redundancy less useful. As shown in Figure 3 .5,the average perceptual quality for redundancy repaired video clips increases when the consecutive loss number changes from 1 to 2, but decreases when consecutive loss increases further. For single losses, the redundancy can always be received and thus the loss can always be repaired. With the existence of consecutive loss, the redundancy can be lost with the primary frame in a sequence. With a consecutive loss number of 2, it is likely that no important frames, such as the I-and P-frames, are lost.
However, in a sequence of 4-frame loss, there will always be one I-or P-frame within the lost frames and the chance of repair is small. The average quality scores for videos with and without redundancy with 4 consecutive losses are very close. In fact, their confidence intervals overlap. Figure 3 .5 shows that with the consecutive loss number to be 4, there is hardly any difference between the average perceptual qualities of redundancy repaired and normal video clips and there is no obvious advantage of using the redundancy repair technique when a large amount of bursty loss exists.
SYSTEM ANALYSIS
Although our user study indicated that redundancy can improve the perceptual quality of video in the existence of packet loss, the secondary frames require extra buffer space and processing time.
In this section, we analyze the size overhead that the low quality redundancy adds to the system. With our approach, there is no extra packet during network transmission since the redundancy data are piggybacked with the primary data. We analyze the high quality frames vs. the low quality frames. Based on the type of video and the average sizes of the I-, P-, and B-frames, MPEG quality numbers are peak signal-to-noise ratio, defined as (20 loglO) * 255 1 SQR(MSE), where MSE is the mean squared error. The high quality frames have the quality number 1, which is the highest quality that can get from the encoder. The low quality frames have the quality number 25 out of maximum of 31. Our pilot test indicated that with a quality of 25a very low frame size can be reached, while at the same time, it can still serve the purpose of redundancy. 
HIGH QUALITY VS. LOW QUALITY
In the user study, we encoded the primary frames with quality 1, which is the best quality. For the secondary frames, we encoded it with quality 25. With this quality level, the encoded frames have a much higher compression rate. Although the frame quality of such encoding is quite coarse, under typical Internet loss, the low quality frames have fewer chances to be displayed, so only a small percent of frames are low quality. We chose a quality level of 25 for the secondary frames based on pilot tests that indicated users could notice the degradation of the clearness, but the frames still conveyed the basic information of the contents. 4.1.1. FRAME SIZE DIFFERENCES Figure 4 . 1 . 1 compares the encoded sizes of primary frames vs. secondary frames with the same type of movie, a news clip. The Group of Pictures (GOP) we used is IBBPBBPBB. Information about 511-frames, 100 P-frames and 300 B-frames for each of these two quality levels were gathered to derive the result. From Figure 4 .1.1, we can see that the average size of primary (quality number 1)1-frames is 29.2 Kbytes, while the average size of secondary The x-axis represents percent loss, ranging from 0% to 20%. The x-axis represents the number of losses in a sequence. The y-axis represents the average perceptual quality we gathered
The y-axis represents the average perceptual quality. from the user study. The error bars represent the confidence
The error bars represent the confidence intervals with the intervals with the probability confidence of 95%.
probability confidence of 95%. (quality number 25) I-frames is 4. 1 Kbytes. The average ratio of secondary I-frame size over primary I-frame size is about 14.25%. The confidence interval is between 14.01% and 14.49% with the probability confidence of 95%. Similarly, we gathered data for P-frames and B-frames. The average size of primary P-frames is 23.8 Kbytes, which is slightly smaller than that of primary I-frames. However, the average size of secondary P-frames is 0.46 Kbytes, almost 10% of average size of secondary I-frames. The average ratio of secondary P-frame size over primary P-frame size is only about 1.8%, which is extremely low, with the probability confidence of 95%, the confidence interval is between 1.5% and 2.0%.
The average size of primary B-frames is 6.6 Kbytes, which is about '/ the size of primary I-frames. The average size of secondary B-frames is 0.53 Kbytes. The average ratio of secondary B-frame size over primary Bframe size is 12.8%, similar to that of I-frames, with the probability confidence of 95%, the confidence interval is between 1 1 .6% and 14. 1 %. Thus, the size of secondary B-frames is about 1 3% of the primary counterparts.
After gathering the information of all the frames, we conclude the average primary frame size is 1 3 Kbytes, the average secondary frame size is 1 Kbytes, and the average ratio of secondary frame size over primary frame size is 10.5%. Therefore, for this video clip, the average overhead that the redundancy (secondary frames) added to the video stream is about 10% of the primary frames.
VIDEO CONTENTS
In the above section, we examine the frame size differences for different quality numbers for one particular video (a news clip). It is also possible that the contents in the video affect the encoding and the frame sizes. Figure 4. 1 .2 shows the frame size differences for all the I-, P-, and B-frames. The primary frames range from 9.0 Kbytes to 19.0 Kbytes, and the secondary frames range from 0.72 Kbytes to 1 .4 Kbytes. The four secondary frame size vs. primary frame size ratios are 22%, 1 1%, 9%, and 1 1%. The 22% one results from the high ratio of Iframes and B-frames. P-frames for the animation video are quite similar to other videos.
Our research shows that ratios for sports, sitcom, and news are quite similar to each other. The overall average ratio, I-frame ratio and B-frame ratio are all between 9% and 14%. The ratios for all the P-frames are very low. All of them are below 5% with most of them below 2%. P-frames are relatively important within the MPEG frames and the overhead for secondary P-frames is very low suggesting that they are excellent candidates for redundancy.
Figure 4.1.3 shows the average ratios of the size of the overhead over the size of the primary frames. With the probability confidence to be 95%, we computed the confidence interval for I-frames, P-frames, B-frames, and all I-, P-, B-frames. From Figure 4 . 1 .3, we can conclude that for I-and P-frames, there is little variance in the ratios. The ratios for different video clips tend to be close to each other. While there can be a lot of variance with the ratio of B-frames, which makes the overall ratio vary dramatically. However, since B-frames are the least important frames with MPEG encoding scheme, the need to repair lost B-frame is not as beneficial as for I-frames and P-frames. One option for us to reduce the overhead the secondary frames added to the system and network transmission is to transmit secondary frames only for I-frames and P-frames. Since the overhead sizes of these two kinds of frames are more predictable and the main purpose of this repair technique can be fulfilled by the modified version of the our approach, the large variance in B-frame overhead size is not of much importance. Even if we do transmit the secondary frames for B-frames, the absolute overhead size for each frame is about 343 bytes, which is very low compared to I-and P-frame's overhead. "All" in x-axis represents all the I-, P-, B-frames. "I" represents I-frames, "P" represents P-frame and "B" represents B-5. FUTURE WORK With our technique, if each frame is to be decoded and played as soon as it arrives, there will be added delay during the display when one packet is lost. After some waiting, the secondary frame will be extracted, decoded and played after the one frame halt. To keep the right timing, the next frame will be played right after it, which may appear as an abrupt jump to the next scene. Past work has shown that this jitter can be as detrimental to PQ as is data loss [CT99] . Analysis on how much jitter video redundancy introduces to the display and how to solve this problem can be an interesting issue for future research. Also, to what degree the redundancy overhead affects network congestion is another area for further study. When a larger end-to-end delay is tolerable, it is possible to piggy-back the transmission of the secondary frame 3 or 4 or even more frames back in order to repair even in presence of bursty loss. It is also possible to combine video redundancy with other repair techniques, such as interleaving.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a solution to ameliorate the effects of network data loss for video. Our approach piggy-backs redundant video frames within the transmitted video stream in order to repair lost frames. At the sender, images are compressed into two versions, one with high quality and a large frame size, the other with low quality and a small frame size. High quality frames are sent to the receiver as the primary frame, while low quality frames are piggy-backed with the next primary frame as the redundant frames. In the case the primary frame is lost, the corresponding low quality redundant frame is used to replace it. We investigated the benefits of this approach to users, as well as the overhead on the system. We find most single frame loss can be repaired by the redundancy added to the video stream. When the loss rate is 20%, the perceptual quality of repaired video is rated about 65% greater than that of unrepaired video. With 1% single loss, perceptual quality can drop as much as 20% from video with no loss, while the average quality with 1 % single loss redundancy repaired video streams is very close to that of perfect video. We conclude that video redundancy completely repairs the video in the presence of single consequent packet loss, the major loss pattern in the Internet today.
We also examined how the loss pattern reduces the effectiveness of this technique. With the same loss rate, higher consecutive loss results in a better perceptual quality for normal video streams. However, for redundancy repaired videos, this is not the case. When four consecutive frames are lost, at least one important frame (I-or Pframe) is lost and the chance of this particular frame can be repaired is low. It is unlikely that the redundancy scheme will make significant differences in the presence of bursty loss. However, a pattern of more than two frames lost in a sequence rarely happens when the loss rate is relatively low. Video redundancy is a reasonable repair method when the loss rate is under 20%. Moreover, at a very high loss rate, perceptual quality is bound to suffer under all repair schemes.
The advantage of video redundancy is that it improves video quality in the presence of most packet loss, while the disadvantage is that it adds overhead to the system and the network. Low quality frames need time and space to be read, multiplexed, transmitted, and extracted. The extra time and space depends mainly on the size of the low quality frames. Our analysis shows that the size of typical low quality frames is only between 9% and 10% that of high quality frames. If we choose to only repair I-and P-frames, the ratio can be further reduced and will add an even smaller overhead.
In summary, we proposed a method to encode two different versions of frames for the same video at the sender.
We designed a means to simulate the effect of data loss and repair the lost high quality data with low quality redundancy. We conducted a user study to measure the effects of this repair technique. Results of the user study indicate that with the addition of about 10% overhead, video redundancy can greatly improve the perceptual quality of video streams in the presence packet loss. The contributions of the work include: experiments which measure the effects of loss on the perceptual quality of video; analysis of the system overhead from the redundancy; a methodology for conducting perceptual quality user studies; analysis of the effects of video content on system overhead; and application of our redundancy repair technique to MPEG video. 
